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Girls will Stage Battle Tonight 

Red and Black Factions Will Decorate Both “Gyms” In Preparation 

1200 To March In Entrance 

Cheers, Races, Stunts, Dances Feature Unique Exhibition 

By Margaret Ryba 

It’s the battle of a century; Girls” Sport Night will be the first of its kind to be staged at Trenton High School. 

Tonight April 12, at promptly 8:15 o’clock. The Red and Black Teams will begin their annual feud.  

 The scene of the event, the gymnasium, will be ablaze with color; the decorators on each team will surpass 

themselves in their craft. The Red Team will decorate the boys” gymnasium and the Black Team will do the Girls’. 

  One of the last impressions of the evening will be the site of 1200 girls, preceded by their respective cap-

tains, Marjorie Cooper, Red, and Eloise Devlin, Black, marching on the floor and saluting their Alma Mater with the 

song Trenton is Winning Again. Ellen Hackney will lead the song. 

 Novelty Entrances Planned 

The marchers seated, the novelty interest groups will make their appearance. The plans of this group are 

most secret, unknown to even some of their teammates. They will introduce their teams in a novel way. Points will 

be given for originality, execution, and the number of girls used in the event.  

Tat-Tat--- to the strains of (clouds) the tap dancers come tapping in. Each team has the same dance and 

points are awarded for its execution.  

On Wings of Mercury, the relay racers speed by. Who will prove herself best of these fleetest footed reds 

and blacks? The winning team is determined in the race and in the relay shuttle.  

Ray, Ray --- Red Team, Ray-Ray----Blacks! Cheers crews of each group will lead the competitive cheers. 

Again the judges watch for originality, spirit and good cheer leaders.  

Red cheerleaders are Laura Brilliantine, Beatrice Jameison, Eloise Larason, Florence Finkle, Dorothy White 

and Betty Rhoads. Blacks are Mamie Abbott, Eileen Hackney, Eleanor Mather, Alice Halloday and Blanche Braun.   

With a hop, skip, and jump, the stunt groups are on. Stunts receive points for pyramids, tumbling, execution 

and costume. Charlotte Gulliver, Red; and Lydia Masserine, Black are the stunt captains. 

Yet, one of the most delightful features is yet to come. The Red Team dancers present In a China Shop, ac-

companied by the orchestra.  Preceding the dance, a group will enact a pantomime, which explains the origin of the 

dance. 

The Black team appears in something quite new in the way of Rolling Hoops. 

Mr. Walter Short, head judge, will choose the judges for the meet. 

A committee is arranging the program and having it printed It consists of Bernice Allen, chairmen, Marjorie 

Bangham, and Ruth Tripps, Black; and Winifred Burroughs, Helen Binder, and Anna Sathaway, Reds.   
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